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Preface

As the need for design studies keeps increasing, de-lite as an academic journal hopes to further expand its impact by increasing the number of publications and also introducing sections in the journal starting this second volume.

Previously, de-lite had published five articles in each publication. With collaborations with events and also academic institutions, de-lite has been able to publish various articles on each article, and we aim to publish seven articles each publication to accommodate more new ideas and studies worth sharing.

De-lite is also introducing sections in the journal, starting with Design Studies, which will feature various studies on design objects or practices. The second section, Design Projects, will showcase practicing designers’ processes and results of their design projects. The last section that we will include in this publication, is the Social Design & Community Services, which includes studies and projects under the social visual communication design category.

We hope by increasing the number of articles and sections will inspire and prompt more writers and readers to engage more with de-lite.

Brian Alvin Hananto
Managing Editor
Universitas Pelita Harapan
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